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Membrane made out of  clay and tea waste can clean toxic effluents

CSIR-NEIST                                                                                   20th June, 2019

Scientists at CSIR- North East Institute of Science and Technology, Jorhat, have developed

a ceramic membrane with the help of a mixture of potter’s clay, stone dust and tea waste.

They have tested the membrane on effluents from a textile unit and it could remove

adsorptive dyes from waste water.

Ceramic filters and membranes are commonly used in several sectors like food and

beverage, drug and chemicals, waste recovery and recycling industries. Ceramic membranes

can withstand frequent cleaning, harsh operating environments and situations that require

continuous flows of material. They can also be regenerated over many cycles and used for

separation of both aqueous and non-aqueous solutions.

These filters are especially useful in petrochemical processing, where it is not possible to use

organic membranes. The newly developed membrane has good thermal and chemical

stabilities. It is capable of discolouring two commonly used dyes - methylene blue and

Congo red -from water. The used membrane could also be regenerated by heating at 400

degrees for 30 minutes, without much loss of efficiency. Methylene blue is a toxic dye, while

Congo red is a known cancer-causing agent.

“Potter’s clay from Dhekial region of Golaghat district in Assam is traditionally used by

rural artisans to prepare storage pitchers for sugarcane molasses. With the advent of

modern packaging practices, the art and the tradition of pottery is dwindling. We wanted

to see if we can use the clay for a modern application,” explained Dr Rajib Lochan

Goswamee, leader of the team, while speaking to India Science Wire.
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While the potter’s clay forms the base material providing plasticity, stone dust was used as

a reinforcement material and tea waste provided porosity to the membrane. “Our aim was

to use waste materials from neighbourhood as far as possible to reduce costs and at the

same time ensure an efficient output,” he added.

Besides Dr Goswamee, the team included Jitu Saikia, Susmita Sarmah, Jayanta J.Bora, and

Bipul Das. The results of the study have been published in Bulletin of Material Science.

The study was funded by Department of Science and Technology (DST).

Published in:
Business Line

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/science/membrane-made-out-of-clay-and-tea-waste-can-clean-toxic-effluents/article28087159.ece
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Cancer cell detection ‘dots’ developed from coal in Assam 

CSIR-NEIST                                                                                   19th June, 2019

Costs one-twentieth of imported carbon

quantum dots (CQDs).

A team of scientists in Assam has developed a

chemical process that turns ‘dirty’ coal into a

biomedical ‘dot’ to help detect cancer cells.

The team, led by Binoy Kumar Saikia and

Tonkeswar Das, has applied for a patent for

their chemical method of producing carbon

quantum dots (CQDs) from cheap, abundant,

low-quality and high-sulphur coals. CQDs are

carbon-based nanomaterials whose size is less

than 10 nm, or nanometre. “Carbon-based

nanomaterials are used as diagnostic tools for

bio-imaging, especially in detecting cancer

cells, for chemical sensing and in opto-

electronics. A few chemical companies in the

U.S. and Japan have been manufacturing

CQDs. What we have done is develop

fluorescent carbon nanomaterials at one-

twentieth the cost of imported CQDs,” Mr.

Saikia told The Hindu on Wednesday.

He is a scientist in the Polymer Petroleum

and Coal Chemistry Group of the Council of

Scientific & Industrial Research-North East

Institute of Science and Technology (CSIR-

NEIST) in eastern Assam’s Jorhat, about 300

km from Guwahati.

The CQDs that the CSIR-NEIST team

developed emit a bluish colour with “high-

stability, good-conductivity, low-toxicity,

environmental friendliness, and good optical

properties”. The finer details have been

published in their study published in

the Journal of Photochemistry and

Photobiology.
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“Our source material is abundant, low-quality Indian coal not directly suitable for thermal

electricity production. Even if the selling price is twice our cost of production of ₹50 per

ml, it will be much cheaper than the imported CQDs with market price of up to ₹2,000 per

ml,” he said.

Scientists said CQDs are futuristic materials whose demand in India has been increasing

leading to a considerable volume of import. The CSIR-NEIST technology can produce

approximately 1 litre of CQDs per day at a low cost to become an import substitute.

Other advantages of the process are the use of environment-friendly reagents and less

water than methods elsewhere. The process can also be recycled with a manageable supply

chain, the scientists said.

The other members of the team that developed the “blue fluorescent and biocompatible

carbon dots derived from abundant low-quality coals” are H.P. Dekaboruah, Manobjyoti

Bordoloi, Dipankar Neog, Jayanta J.Bora, Jiumoni Lahkar, Bardwi Narzary, Sonali Roy, and

Danaboyina Ramaiah.

Published in:
The Hindu

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/cancer-cell-detection-dots-developed-from-coal-in-assam/article28077873.ece
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BWSSB approaches IISc., CSIR-SERC to study reason for accident 

CSIR-SERC                                                                                    17th June, 2019

Three engineers died after falling from a

height of almost 100 feet at an under-

construction STP

Terming Monday’s accident one of a

magnitude never seen before under its

jurisdiction, the Bangalore Water Supply and

Sewerage Board (BWSSB) has approached

experts in the Indian Institute of Science,

Bengaluru and CSIR- Structural Engineering

Research Centre in Chennai, to study the

reason for the accident. Three engineers

succumbed to injuries after falling from a

height of almost 100 feet as the under-

construction roof collapsed along with wet

concrete after the scaffolding gave way.

Speaking at a press conference later in the

day, BWSSB Chairman Tushar Girinath said,

as per the design, the contractor had to

construct four digesters to digest bio-solids

and to produce gas. Out of the four

digesters, the roof of one digester had been

cast. On the fourth digester, work of pouring

concrete of 65.5 cubic metre was under way

when the accident occurred.

“On Monday, since 5 a.m., the concreting

work was being carried out. At 11 a.m.,

around 95% of pouring of concrete was

complete when the roof collapsed when the

scaffolding underneath gave way. As a result,

the wet concrete along with the scaffolding

came down. Three engineers were on the

roof when the incident happened. They died

after a fall from a height of almost 100 feet,”

he said. He further said that the BWSSB is

constructing similar STPs (150 MLD

capacity) in other parts of city, including for

KC Valley.
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Action against the contractor

He said action will be taken against the contractor for lapses.

“We will conduct a probe to find out the cause of the accident and why the scaffolding

collapsed. The same contractor had set up scaffolding for the first digester. The engineers

who died were engaged by the sub-contractor to check the quality of work,” he said.

Mr. Girinath said, as per the contract agreement, the contractor is liable to pay

compensation to the deceased as well as the injured. If the contractor fails to do so, the

BWSSB would compensate them and collect the same from the contractor later.

Three BWSSB engineers suspended

After the incident, the BWSSB suspended three of its officials on the charge of dereliction

of duty. They are Executive Engineer C.M. Venkatashiva Reddy, Assistant Executive

Engineer Mohammed Hanif Yatnati and Assistant Engineer K.V. Bhagyalakshmi.

Mr. Girinath said that the suspended officials should have been present when the

construction work was happening and make sure that the work was as per the set

standards.

BWSSB to study condition of 51 overhead water tanks

After the incident, the BWSSB has decided to study the conditions of 51 overhead water

tanks in the city. A majority of the tanks built by the erstwhile city municipal council on

the outskirts of city were added while extending the BBMP limits.

The BWSSB has already identified two tanks, which are in a dilapidated condition, for

demolition. “Half of the overhead tanks are not in use. There is a need to study these

structure to avert any kind of untoward incident,” said Mr. Girinath.

Published in:
The Hindu

https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/bwssb-approaches-iisc-csir-serc-to-study-reason-for-accident/article28022846.ece
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Soon, walk plans for 22 locations in Capital

CSIR-CRRI                                                                                    16th June, 2019

The Delhi Development Authority (DDA) on

Friday approved a policy for enhancing

walkability in the city. The agency will begin

with preparing area-specific walk plans — a

key component of the policy — for 22

locations. Key features of the policy include

timebound implementation of area-specific

‘walk plans’, a centralised city-wide

monitoring system, a mobile application to

give information about walking and a ‘walk

Delhi’ coordination and monitoring

committee. The policy will now be sent to the

Union housing and urban affairs ministry for

notification. Walk plans will be prepared for

areas such as ITO junction, all ISBTs, INA

market, Karol Bagh, Nehru Place, Bhikaji

Cama Place among others. “We will rope in

consultants to prepare a detailed walk plan

for 22 locations, which will be taken up on

pilot basis. This is a major step towards

improving the civic infrastructure and

making it pedestrian friendly,” said DDA

vice-chairman Tarun Kapoor. The policy

focuses on integration of walkability into

various policies and projects, using

technology for preparing walking tours,

providing barrier-free pathways, pelican

crossings near schools and major pedestrian

crossings and earmarking multi-utility zones

(MUZs) to accommodate street vendors and

other public activities. Urban development

experts welcomed the move but cautioned

that the policy should not be limited to

making pavements accessible. “Delhi is the

first city in the country to have a policy for

walkability. It is a step in the right direction.

But its smooth implementation must be

ensured. Making public spaces walkable is

the essential part of urban mobility. But we

need to look beyond making pavements

accessible and making the streets safe by
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installing CCTVs. There is a need to ensure more eyes on the road, better illumination etc,”

said Sarika Panda Bhatt, co-founder, The Raahgiri Foundation and executive director,

Nagarro. A senior DDA official aware of the development said the walk plan will

encompass a 500-metre influence zone around each location. As per the policy, “walking is

the dominant mode of travel for nearly 77% of urban poor”. Mukti Advani, senior scientist

at CSIR-CRRI, said, “It is a good move. But instead of stretches, areas should be taken up.

There is a need to make the stretches between residential areas and transit nodes walkable.

Only then people will be encouraged to walk.”

Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) may be created to ensure smooth implementation of the

policy, officials say. “The Delhi Traffic Police will set up a digital surveillance and

monitoring system with centralised control room to enforce pedestrian-centric rules. A

‘Walk Delhi’ coordination and monitoring committee will vet plans prepared by various

agencies ,” the official said.

Published in:
Hindustan Times

https://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi-news/soon-walk-plans-for-22-locations-in-capital/story-VFhuvjk74JJaWz5Mb8gQMI.html
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